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Executive Summary 

Purpose In fiscal year 1987, the Veterans Administration (VA) paid about $14.3 
billion in disability benefits to about 3.8 million veterans and their survi- 
vors VA uses its rating schedule as the official guide to assign disability 
ratings for thousands of veterans annually. Although VA has made peri- 
odic changes to the rating schedule, its last major revision to the rating 
schedule was in 1945. Because of the rating schedule’s significance to 
veterans, GAO reviewed it to determine whether the medical criteria in 
the schedule are current enough for accurate and uniform disability 
decisions. 

Background The VA Administrator is required by federal law to adjust the rating 
schedule periodically to incorporate the results of medical advances and 
social and economic progress. The current VA rating schedule includes 
about 720 medical conditions resulting from disease or injury, and disa- 
bility ratings are made on the basis of the degree of severity of the 
condition. 

VA'S disability programs are administered through 58 regional offices. 
Rating specialists at these offices generally request that a VA medical 
center examine a veteran and prepare a report on claimed impairments. 
A rating specialist then assigns a disability rating by converting the 
medical findings in the report to diagnostic codes and degrees of sever- 
ity in the rating schedule. 

GAO asked physicians from Jefferson Medical College, VA'S Department 
of Medicine and Surgery, and the military services to analyze the sched- 
ule and determine whether the medical criteria in the rating schedule 
(the diagnosis and descriptions of degrees of severity) are sufficiently 
current. In addition, GAO administered a questionnaire to rating special- 
ists, asking their views about the medical criteria for the rating 
schedule. 

Results in Brief VA cannot ensure that veterans are given accurate and uniform disability 
ratings because the rating schedule has not been adjusted to incorporate 
the results of many recent medical advances. Without current medical 
criteria, it is difficult for rating specialists to classify a disease or injury 
correctly. As a result, veterans may be assigned inconsistent ratings and 
some veterans may be undercompensated or overcompensated, depend- 
ing on which rating specialist processes a disability claim. 
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Principal Findings 

Physicians Suggest Although VA has made some revisions to the rating schedule over the 

Improvements Are Needed years, many medical advances have not been recognized in the schedule. 

to the Rating Schedule In updating medical criteria, VA primarily reacts to proposed changes 
that originate from various sources, such as congressional staff and vet- 
erans’ service organizations, rather than systematically reviewing the 
rating schedule. Since 1978, 10 of the 14 rating schedule sections have 
not been revised. The remaining four sections have been updated, but 
not comprehensively. (See pp. 13 and 14.) 

At GAO'S request, physicians from Jefferson Medical College, VA, and the 
military services analyzed the VA rating schedule. These physicians 
reported that substantial improvements are needed in the medical crite- 
ria. They identified examples of outdated terminology and ambiguous 
classifications. The physicians also identified medical conditions that 
should be added to the schedule. (See pp. 14 and 15.) 

Rating Specialists Also 
Cite Need for Improved 
Medical Criteria 

More than 50 percent of the rating specialists responding to a GAO ques- 
tionnaire cited a need to improve medical criteria in the rating schedule. 
These rating specialists cited two principle concerns: (1) the rating 
schedule includes many diagnostic codes with minimal medical criteria 
for distinguishing between degrees of severity, and (2) many reports of 
medical examinations identify medical conditions that are not listed in 
the schedule. These inadequacies in the rating schedule’s medical crite- 
ria can result in inconsistent ratings from one rating specialist to 
another. 

Recommendations To better ensure that the rating schedule serves as a practical tool in 
assigning uniform disability rates, GAO recommends that the VA 

Administrator 

. prepare a plan for a comprehensive review of the rating schedule and, 
based on the results! revise medical criteria accordingly and 

l implement a procedure for systematically reviewing the rating schedule 
to keep it updated. 
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-- 
Executive summary 

Agency Comments VA plans to implement GAO’S recommendations to revise and systemati- 
cally review the disability rating schedule. 

The Department of Defense concurred with GAO’S report findings and 
conclusions. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
-- 

The Veterans Administ.ration (VA) pays billions of dollars to disabled 
veterans annually. VA determines the severity of a veteran’s impair- 
ment(s) by converting medical findings on conditions to medical criteria 
(diagnoses and descriptions of degrees of severity) in VA’S Schedule for 
Rating Disabilities (hereafter called the rating schedule). Because of the 
importance of the rating schedule in providing consistent and equitable 
benefits, we reviewed the schedule to see whether the medical criteria 
used are sufficiently current to ensure veterans are given accurate and 
uniform disability rat,ings. 

VA Disability 
Programs 

VA provides monthly cash benefits to disabled veterans of the US. Armed 
Forces and their survivors under its compensation and pension pro- 
grams. Veterans are eligible for disability compensation benefits if they 
are partially or totally disabled by injury or disease incurred or aggra- 
vated during military service; these benefits are paid irrespective of any 
income earned by the veteran. Needy veterans are eligible for disability 
pension benefits if they are permanently and totally disabled by non- 
service-connected impairments and served during a wartime period.’ 

The Congress legislates the amounts to be paid for disability compensa- 
tion and pension benefits. In fiscal year 1987, VA paid (1) $10.5 billion in 
service-connected compensation benefits to 2.5 million veterans and 
their survivors and (2) $3.8 billion in nonservice pension benefits to 1.3 
million veterans and their survivors. 

Schedule for Rating 
Disabilities 

Since early colonial days, various methods of rating disabilities have 
been used to award veterans benefits. The War Risk Insurance Act of 
1917 created a rating schedule and provided the framework for today’s 
compensation and pension programs for disabled veterans. The schedule 
was revised in 1921, 1925, 1933, and 1945; the 1945 rating schedule 
serves as the basis for current disability decisions. 

Federal law (38 USC. 355) states that the VA Administrator shall 

“adopt and apply a schedule ot’ ratings of reductions in earning capacity from spe- 
cific injuries or combination of injuries. The ratings shall be based, as far as practi- 
cable, upon the average impairments of earning capacity resulting from such 
Injuries in civil occupations ” 

‘The disability pension program automatically considers veterans totally disabled if they are 65 years 
of age or older and not working 
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Chapter 1 
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The VA Administrator shall “from time to time readjust this schedule of 
ratings in accordance with experience.” Using this law, the VA Adminis- 
trator is required to revise the rating schedule in light of medical 
advances in the treatment of disabilities and diseases, as well as social 
and economic progress. 

According to VA officials, the Department of Veterans Benefits is respon- 
sible for revising the schedule when necessary. This responsibility is 
further delegated through the Director, Compensation and Pension Ser- 
vice, to the Chief of the Regulations Staff. Any proposed revision to the 
rating schedule must be approved by the Office of Management and 
Budget and published in the Federal Register for comment; the final rul- 
ing becomes the official policy for assigning disability ratings. 

Each year, VA uses the rating schedule to assign disability rates for hun- 
dreds of thousands of veterans. The current rating schedule includes a 
listing of about 720 medical conditions (diagnostic codes) arranged by 
body system. 

Each condition is described with medical criteria that are used to deter- 
mine a disability rating, which is assigned according to the severity of 
the disease or injury. For example, the degree of severity for diagnostic 
code 7203 (stricture of the esophagus) is rated using the following 
criteria: 

. permitting passage of liquids only, with marked impairment of good 
health (80 percent); 

. severe, permitting liquids only (50 percent); and 
l moderate (30 percent). 

Eligible veterans are assigned disability ratings ranging from 0 to 100 
percent, in increments of 10 percent. Effective December 1, 1987, 
monthly compensation benefits for veterans without dependents ranged 
from $71 to $1,411, as shown in table 1.1. Needy veterans without 
dependents who are assigned a loo-percent disability rating can receive 
monthly pension benefits up to $518. Veterans can receive additional 
compensation and pension benefits for dependents. 
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Chapter 1 
introduction 

Table 1 .l: VA Compensation Benefits for 
Veterans Without Dependents by Benefits 
Disability Rating Disability rating (in percent) Monthly Annually 

10 $71 $852 

20 133 1,596 

30 202 2,424 

40 289 3,468 

50 410 4,920 
60 516 6,192 

70 652 7.824 

~~ 80 754 9,048 

90 849 10,188 

100 1,411 16,932 

Disability Determination 
Process 

The Department of Veterans Benefits includes 58 regional offices, each 
with one or more rating boards; each board consists of a physician and 
two rating specialists (nonmedical). According to VA officials, the physi- 
cian is primarily responsible for advising rating specialists on medical 
issues; the specialists generally request that VA medical center physi- 
cians examine a veteran and prepare a report on the impairments, if 
any. When a veteran applies for disability benefits, a rating specialist 
uses the veteran’s service, medical, and personnel records for the time in 
service to help establish whether an impairment is service-connected or 
nonservice-connected. 

After considering all available evidence, rating specialists convert the 
findings on medical conditions to diagnostic codes found in the rating 
schedule and select the appropriate degree of severity. If a veteran’s 
impairments do not precisely fit diagnostic codes listed in the rating 
schedule, rating specialists assign a rating using a code assigned for sim- 
ilar symptoms; this is referred to as an analogous rating. 

-._ 

Objective, Scope, and Our objective was to determine whether the medical criteria now used in 

Methodology 
VA’s rating schedule reflect current medical advances and terminology so 
that rating specialists can make accurate and uniform disability deci- 
sions for veterans. 

To evaluate the medical criteria, we relied extensively on the opinions 
and comments of physicians. During our preliminary audit work, we dis- 
cussed the rating schedule with rating board physicians from two VA 
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regional offices. We then asked other physicians from VA’s Department 
of Medicine and Surgery and the military services to (1) perform medi- 
cal analyses of the medical criteria in VA’S rating schedule and (2) iden- 
tify outdated medical terminology, ambiguous or vaguely defined 
classifications, and medical conditions that are not listed in the rating 
schedule. 

In November 1987, we asked physicians at the Jefferson Medical Col- 
lege, of Thomas Jefferson University, Philadelphia, to analyze VA’S rat- 
ing schedule (see app. I). We also interviewed 14 physicians from VA’S 

Department of Medicine and Surgery who were referred to us by VA as 
representing their respective specialties. This department is VA’S author- 
ity on medical issues. Lastly, we asked physicians from the military ser- 
vices to comment on the adequacy of the VA rating schedule since the 
military services use the schedule as a guide for assigning disability rat- 
ings to service members. 

To determine whether rating specialists encounter problems converting 
findings on medical conditions to diagnostic codes in the rating schedule, 
we sent questionnaires to all 457 VA rating specialists as of September 
30, 1987. Fifty-three of these specialists did not meet our study require- 
ments because they had either not been on the rating board for at least 1 
year or were not presently working on the board (for example, retired or 
on extended sick leave). Of the 404 specialists remaining, 383 (95 per- 
cent) responded (see apps. II and III). 

We reviewed procedures followed by the military services when imple- 
menting the military disability programs and interviewed military ser- 
vice officials in Washington, DC., and selected field locations. We 
interviewed Social Security Administration officials to determine what 
medical criteria they use for awarding social security disability benefits 
and how they update these criteria. We reviewed medical textbooks and 
spoke with the American Medical Association to identify its current cri- 
teria for rating impairments. 

We reviewed (1) the 1945 and current VA rating schedules (as mentioned 
earlier, the 1945 schedule provided the basis for the current schedule), 
(2) VA policies and procedures for revising the rating schedule, (3) perti- 
nent laws and regulations, (4) internal VA studies, and (5) records on 
amendments to the rating schedule since 1945. We also interviewed CA 
officials to discuss policies, procedures, and the results of our review. 
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We conducted our review from February 1987 to April 1988. It was done 
in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. 
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Need to Update Medical Criteria Used in VA’s 
Disability Rating Schedule 

Veterans may not receive accurate and uniform disability decisions 
because the medical criteria in the rating schedule are incomplete and 
outdated. It is inherently difficult to achieve uniform and accurate 
administration of this type of program; out-of-date rating schedules 
make it almost impossible. Federal law requires that the ~4 Administra- 
tor revise the rating schedule to reflect medical advances. Although the 
schedule includes some revisions, VA has not comprehensively updated 
the 1945 schedule to incorporate the results of medical advances and 
experience. This condition partly exists because VA does not systemati- 
cally review the schedule to identify needed improvements. Physicians 
and VA rating specialists told us that improvements are needed in the 
schedule. 

VA Has Not Ensured 
That Medical Criteria 
Are Current 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 
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The current rating schedule, developed in 1945, was published in 1946. 
It contains 14 sections; 1 has not been revised since 1964 and only 4 
have been revised since 1978. as shown below. 

Dental and oral conditions, 1964; 
hemic and lymphatic systems, 1975; 
digestive system, 1976; 
genit,ourinary system, 1976; 
gynecological conditions, 1976; 
respiratory system, 1978; 
cardiovascular system, 1978; 
skin, 1978; 
systemic diseases, 1978; 
neurological and convulsive disorders, 1978; 
endocrine system, 1981; 
musculoskeletal system, 1986; 
organs of special sense, 1987; and 
mental disorders, 1988. 

Even the four sections of the rating schedule that VA revised since 1978 
did not represent a comprehensive update of medical criteria. For exam- 
ple, the 1988 mental disorder revision primarily brought VA’S mental ter- 
minology into compliance with the terminology in the 1980 manual 
published by the American Psychiatric Association. VA did not, however, 
attempt to improve the specificity of definitions used to more correctly 
classify mental impairments by degrees of medical severity. 

Before 1969, the VA Disability Policy Board, which consisted of eight 
medical and legal specialists, was responsible for revising the rating 
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Need to Update Medical Criteria Used in VA’s 
Disability Rating Schedule 

schedule, including researching changes to reflect advances in medicine. 
According to VA officials, the board was disbanded around 1969. Cur- 
rently, there are two nonmedical persons who are responsible for updat- 
ing the rating schedule. These nonmedical persons told us they primarily 
react to proposed changes that originate from a variety of sources, 
including VA’S experience with claims, enacted laws, veterans’ service 
organizations, and congressional staff. 

VA does not use a systematic process to review sections of the rating 
schedule in order to identify where updates of medical criteria are 
needed. VA officials stated that physicians in the Department of Medicine 
and Surgery are asked only to concur on proposed changes to the sched- 
ule that affect medical issues. The department, however, does not rou- 
tinely send VA physicians copies of the rating schedule in order to solicit 
revisions in medical criteria. 

Physicians View VA’s VA has not performed a comprehensive update of the medical criteria in 

Rating Schedule as 
its disability rating schedule since 1945. We asked physicians from Jef- 
ferson Medical College, VA’S Department of Medicine and Surgery, and 

Not Medically Current the military services to analyze the schedule and to comment on the ade- 
quacy of medical criteria. The physicians concluded that substantial 
improvements were needed. 

VA Physicians’ Views We asked 14 physicians in VA’S central office to comment on the ade- 
quacy of medical criteria in the rating schedule. The VA physicians iden- 
tified examples of (1) outdated terminology, (2) impairments that are 
not clearly defined, and (3) medical conditions that should be added to 
the rating schedule. The physicians stated that all sections of the rating 
schedule needed improved medical criteria, but some sections (for exam- 
ple, the hemic and lymphatic system and cardiovascular system) needed 
significant revisions. 

Military Physicians’ Views The military services can discharge people who are considered “unfit 
for service” due to a disability. In 1949, the military services started 
using the VA rating schedule as a guide for assigning disability ratings. In 
September 1987, physicians from the Departments of the Army, Navy, 
and Air Force (1) provided us with comments on problems with the VA 

medical criteria, for example, the description of diagnoses that lack clar- 
ity and comprehension; and (2) suggested ways the schedule could be 
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Chapter 2 
Need to Update Medical Criteria Used in VA’s 
Disability Rating Schedule 

updated to make it more useful, for example, by adding commonly diag- 
nosed impairments that are not presently included in the schedule. 

According to Army, Navy, and Air Force officials, even though ~4 
retains primary responsibility for its schedule, these officials would like 
to provide input to any update of the VA schedule. 

Jefferson Medical College 
Physicians’ Views 

Jefferson physicians reviewed the VA rating schedule to determine 
whether the medical criteria were current when compared with up-to- 
date terminology and practice. Jefferson physicians stated that the med- 
ical criteria do not (1) contain enough specific information, which is 
currently available in modern laboratory tests and examination proce- 
dures; (2) reflect current terminology; and (3) include specific diagnostic 
codes for each medical condition. Jefferson physicians concluded that 
major changes were necessary in many sections of the rating schedule 
and some sections contain ambiguities and vagueness of a magnitude 
that justifies the development of entirely new classifications. Without a 
major overhaul, they stated that inaccurate classifications of impair- 
ments are highly probable (see app. I). 

The Jefferson physicians reported that ambiguous or vaguely defined 
classifications make it difficult to correctly classify a disease or injury. 
Improving the specificity of classifications through the use of appropri- 
ate diagnostic tests would decrease the need for interpretation by rating 
specialists, thereby improving reliability and validity when evaluating 
degree of severity. 

These physicians also emphasized that when the terminology in the rat- 
ing schedule is outdated, it does not match the current medical terminol- 
ogy used by examining physicians. Jefferson physicians emphasized 
that the need to translate current terminology into the older terminology 
in the rating schedule is a potential source of error in classification. 

When the rating schedule does not list a separate diagnostic code for 
each medical condition, rating specialists must rely on analogous catego- 
ries as the basis for assigning disability ratings. This is inherently less 
reliable than assigning ratings using a diagnostic code that specifically 
matches the medical findings of the examining physicians. Jefferson 
physicians reported that some medical conditions (and corresponding 
diagnostic codes) should be added to most of the sections in the 
schedule. 
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VA Rating Specialists According to VA officials, the rating schedule is designed to allow rating 

Identify Rating 
Schedule Problems 

specialists a significant degree of judgment in classifying disabilities. 
This inherent judgment factor in the rating schedule, however, may pre- 
vent rating specialists from consistently giving accurate and uniform 
disability ratings to veterans. 

We identified two areas where the judgment of the rating specialists 
may result in ratings that are particularly inconsistent. First, the rating 
schedule includes many diagnostic codes with minimal medical criteria 
(such as “severe” or “moderate”) to distinguish between degrees of 
severity. For example, a veteran with a liver impairment can receive 
either a 30-percent rating for severe symptoms or a ZO-percent rating 
for moderate symptoms. In these situations, the rating specialist must 
subjectively decide which degree of severity is supported by medical 
findings. Second, a medical examination may identify a medical condi- 
tion that is not listed in the schedule. The rating specialist must then 
rate by analogy, as mentioned earlier, and select a diagnostic code that 
has symptoms similar to the identified medical condition. 

Rating Specialists 
Responses to GAO 
Questionnaire 

The rating specialists’ skills at converting medical findings to diagnostic 
codes are critical to accurate ratings. In October 1987, we sent question- 
naires to VA rating specialists to obtain their opinions about using VA 

physicians’ reports of physical examinations and the rating schedule to 
determine veterans’ disability ratings. We asked a series of questions 
about translating medical findings to diagnostic codes with degrees of 
severity. Of VA’S 404 rating specialists, 383 (95 percent) responded to 
our questionnaire. 

The difficulty in assigning ratings varied depending on which of the 14 
sections was involved. Sixty-four percent of the rating specialists 
responded that neurological and convulsive disorders were difficult to 
rate, whereas only 6 percent responded that skin disorders were diffi- 
cult to rate. The rating specialists cited two primary reasons for their 
difficulties: (1) medical criteria for disability percentages were not 
descriptive enough in the rating schedule to make judgments; (2) deci- 
sions had to be based on the patient’s self-reported, unverified 
experiences. 

We asked rating specialists whether they could support two or more rat- 
ing percentages with the same medical evidence. Such situations, in our 
opinion, increase the risk of inconsistencies and lack of uniformity in 
rating decisions. Of the 383 specialists responding, 61 percent reported 
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it was “somewhat likely” or “very likely” for this situation to occur 
when rating mental disorders; 51 percent responded similarly for neuro- 
logical and convulsive disorders. For all 14 sections, 22 percent 
responded that it was “somewhat likely” or “very likely” for this situa- 
tion to occur. 

To obtain information on the use of analogous codes, we asked rating 
specialists a series of questions concerning medical conditions that were 
not listed in the schedule. Rating specialists reported that a large 
number of disability cases now require rating by analogy, and the 
number has been increasing. We also identified 15 medical conditions 
not listed in the rating schedule and asked rating specialists to list the 
analogous codes they could use to rate the 15 conditions. Rating special- 
ists reported that at least 10 different diagnostic codes could be used for 
each of the medical conditions. 

For 12 of the 15 medical conditions, rating specialists predominantly 
selected different impairments that used essentially the same range of 
disability percentages; in these instances, the veteran’s benefits proba- 
bly would not vary. But 3 of the 15 medical conditions had a higher 
likelihood of inconsistency and of inequitable treatment of veterans. For 
example, 60 percent of the respondents selected a diagnostic code for 
Crohn’s disease with degrees of severity ranging from 10 to 100 percent; 
about 30 percent selected codes with degrees of severity ranging from 0 
to 30 percent. Those impairments assigned a diagnostic code with a 
maximum 30-percent rating for degree of severity would entitle a vet- 
eran without dependents to receive up to $202 a month; a diagnostic 
code with the maximum loo-percent rating would entitle the same vet- 
eran to receive up to $1,4 11 a month. 

We asked VA rating specialists whether the schedule needed changes. Of 
383 responses, about 50 percent stated there was a great need to (1) 
quantify the rating schedule descriptions for the degrees of severity (see 
fig. 2.1) and (2) update diagnostic codes (along with appropriate guide- 
lines) to take into account additional medical conditions (see fig. 2.2). 
About 45 percent stated there was a great need to update medical termi- 
nology (see fig. 2.3). 

VA Internal Study Because comparable medical conditions should be given comparable rat- 
ings, VA monitors the rating boards to determine whether ratings are rea- 
sonably consistent. In 1983, VA initiated an internal study that sampled 
the uniformity of rating board decisions. The sample included 13 cases 
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Figure 2.1: Extent to Which Descriptions 
for Degrees of Disability Need to Be 
Quantified 

40 Percent of respondents 

30 

0pinlons 01 rating speclallsts 

representing 23 separate impairments for which veterans had already 
been awarded VA disability compensation benefits. All relevant medical 
information necessary to deciding a rating was taken from the case files: 
Copies were then sent to rating boards at 56 of the 58 VA regional offices 
participating in the assessment. 

At each location, one or more rating boards (or a combination of board 
members) assigned disability ratings using the medical information sup- 
plied. Although some of the disabilities were not rated by all participat- 
ing regional offices, the study showed that, for the 23 impairments: 

. 11 were assigned two different ratings; 
l 6 were assigned three different ratings; 
. 4 were assigned four different ratings; and 
. 2 were assigned five different ratings. 

Several veterans were assigned a wide range of disability ratings, which 
would result in significantly different monthly benefit payments. For 
example, one veteran with hypertensive heart disease was assigned five 
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Figure 2.2: Extent to Which Diagnostic 
Codes Are Needed for Additional 
Medical Conditions 

40 Percenl of respondents 

Opinlonr of ratklg specIalIsIs 

different ratings, ranging from 10 to 100 percent; 25 rating boards rated 
this veteran 30-percent disabled (for $202) and 21 boards rated him 60- 
percent disabled (for $516). In another instance, a veteran with post 
traumatic stress disorder was rated from 0- to 70-percent disabled. Six- 
teen boards rated him at 10 percent (for $71) 19 at 30 percent (for 
$202), and 13 at 50 percent (for $410). 

This study demonstrated that veterans were given different ratings 
dependent on the subjective judgment of the rating specialists. This 
study concluded that the vagueness and generality of the rating sched- 
ule contributed to the lack of uniformity between rating boards in rating 
disabilities. 

and equitable disability benefits because the medical criteria in VA’S rat- 

ing schedule are neither complete nor current. Also, the military services 
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Figure 2.3: Extent to Which Medical 
Terminology Needs to Be Updated 

40 Percent of respondents 

0plnk.m 01 rating speclallsts 

use the VA rating schedule to make decisions for disabled military per- 
sonnel. Although some sections of the rating schedule have been revised 
recently, the schedule has not been comprehensively updated since 
1945. Medical experts and VA rating specialists told us that the rating 
schedule’s medical criteria need to be updated. 

VA does not systematically review the rating schedule to identify needed 
improvements. Without a clinically sound and up-to-date system of clas- 
sifying impairments. rating specialists may not assign medically accu- 
rate or uniform ratings. Although some sections of the rating schedule 
may continue to require predominantly judgmental decisions by rating 
specialists, the medical criteria can be made more up-to-date and com- 
plete. This will reduce reliance on individual judgment, and contribute to 
more equitable decisions. 
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Recommendations to 
the Administrator of 
Veterans Affairs 

To better ensure that the rating schedule serves as a practical tool in 
assigning uniform disability ratings to veterans, GAO recommends that 
the Administrator 

. prepare a plan for a comprehensive review of the rating schedule and. 
using the results of the review, revise medical criteria accordingly and 

. implement a procedure for systematically reviewing the rating schedule 
so as to keep it up-to-date in the future. 

Agency Comments We requested comments on a draft of this report from VA and the 
Department of Defense. Their comments are summarized below. Their 
written comments are presented in full in appendixes IV and V 
respectively. 

VA Comments VA agreed with our recommendation that it prepare a plan for a compre- 
hensive review of the rating schedule and, using the results of the 
review, revise medical criteria accordingly. VA stated that in preparing 
such a plan it would perform a methodical review of the rating schedule 
by body system. However, the medical criteria will not be revised until 
the rating schedule changes have cleared the public notice and comment 
process. 

VA also agreed with our recommendation that it implement a procedure 
for systematically reviewing the rating schedule to keep it up-to-date. VA 

stated that the comprehensive review established under the first recom- 
mendation will become a cyclical process. 

Department of Defense The Department of Defense stated that it agreed with our conclusions 

Comments and recommendations. 
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I. THE REVIEW PANEL 

Clinical reviews of the current Veteran’s Admtnistration’s Disability Rating 

Schedule were cartled out by a selected group of Physicians on the faculty of 

Jefferson Medical College of Thomas Jefferson University. The project war 

managed by Jefferson’s Center for Research in Medical Education and Health 

Care. A number of mectlngs were held (see beiow) and attended by GAO and 

Jefferson project staff to rcflne project goais, rcwew project progress and initial 

drafts of this report. The U.S. General Accounting Office Staff provided valuable 

Input throughout the course of the project. The clinical reviews, however, 

represent the professional judgment of the Jefferson project staff and consulting 

physxians, and do not rcprescnt an official opinion of the GAO or the United 

States Government. 

bicct McetingS 
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12/8/87 D. Louis 

P. Chodoff. M.D. 

J. Gonnella, M.D. 

H. Weitz, M.D. 
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P. Chodoff. M.D. 

H Weitz. M.D. 

2/1i/aa D Louis 

P Chodoff, M.D. 

Robert Wychulis, Human Resources Division 

William Bricking. Cincinnati RegiOnal Office 

Contracting Officer’s Technical Representative 

Daniel McCafferty. Cincinnati Regional Office 

GAQ 
W. Bricking 

D. McCafferty 

R. Wychulis 

W. Bricking 

D. McCafferty 

R. Wychulis 

W. Bricking 

D. McCafferty 
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II. BACKGROUND 

Title 38. United States Code, Sectton 355 provides for the adoption by the 

Veteran’s Administration (VA) of a medulc for Rattnn Qj&&i&g. This 

schedule serves as the official guide for classifying clinical findings and 

converting these findings into degrees of disability. 

The rating schedule is a guide for evaluating disability resulting from all types of 

dtscascs and injuries surtatned while serving in the military service. The disease or 

tnjury need not be the result of combat action. Disability is an administrattve 

term that encompasses medtcal tmpairment and economic loss. Impairment is a 

functional loss due to altcratmns in the anatomic, pathologic or physiologic systems 

caused by disease or ~nqry. 

USC of this schedule in the adjudication of disability requires a complete medical 

examinatton. A lay rating specialist interprets the records of the treating facility 

and physician and then makes the disability determination. If consistent and fair 

decistons are to be made, the taxonomy must be up-to-date and consistently 

interpretable. 

While some parts of the VA Ratlng schedule have been revrscd recently, the 

schedule has not UndergOne a complete update since 1945. The U.S. General 

Accounting Office (GAO), concerned with the equity of VA disability decisions, is 

conducting a review of the VA criteria for rating disabilities. In particular. the 

GAO wishes to determine whether or not the disability rating schedule reflects 

sufficient current medical knowledge and terminology to allow rating specialists to 

make equitable disability determinations. 
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III. GOALS OF THE REVIEW 

The Center for Research in Medical Education and Health Care of Jefferson 

Medical College was asked to perform a gjif&&l review of the VA rating schedule 

to determine the currency of medical knowledge and terminology contained 

therein. 

The goal of the rcvicw was to identify common medical conditions not included in 

the schedule, outdated terminology, and ambiguity or clinical heterogeneity in the 

current classification. and to provide the GAO with sufficient examples of 

deficiencies in each body system section to document the need for a revised 

classification. This review was not intended to be an exhaustive analysis of evc8y 

situation that might require improvement. Nor did the review address any 

economic issues inherent in disability rating. 

Written guidelines for rcvicw were provided to the clinical panelists who were 

asked to address the following questions: 

(I) Qutdatcd Arc there examples of terminology not currently 

used? Such cxamplcs could relate to diagnostic labels, tests, and/or 

procedures. 

(2) Gaos Are there medical conditions missing from 

the current rating schedule that should be added? 

(3) Ambinuitv/clinical hcteroncnnitv in the cm Are there 

categories in the current classification so ambiguously defined that it 

would be difficult to reliably assign individuals them? Are there 

individual categories in the current rating system that cover an 

inappropriately broad range of severity? 

Can categories and ratings bc more specifically defined to improve 

classification? Are there new diagnostic or prognostic tests that 

would improve the classification? 
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i 
(4) Qnvalesccnt ocrlods. For some conditions, the rating schedule specifies 

portoperatIve convalescent permds. Given current surgical 

techniques. are the specified permds appropriate? 
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IV. HIGHLIGHTS OF FINDINGS 

Highlights of the clinical revtews are briefly summarized on the following pages. 

The clinical reviewers are conststent in their call for improvement in the current 

VA disability rating schedule. There IS a consensus among them that major 

ChangeS are necessary in many sections of the schedule; and that some sections 

contatn ambiguities and vagueness of a magnttUde that justify the development of 

entirely new classificattons rather than attempts aimed at patching or adjusting 

existing ones. Without a major overhaul, inaccurate classifications of impairment 

are highly probable. 

Medical conditions missing from the rating schedule force the rattng specialists to 

use “analogous” categories to classify individuals. This is inherently less reliable 

than assrgning patients to categories that more closely match the medical problem 

documented by the examining physician. The impairment associated with an 

“analogous” condition may be different from that actually faced by the veteran. 

Unless these gaps arc filled. there is significant risk that patients with these 

condrtians will continue to be misclassified. 

Most section reviewers noted gaps in the current classification system. In the 

Section on Organs of Special Sense . Vision, there is no means of rating a patient 

with macular Scarring or degeneration who may retain close to 20120 central 

vision, but perform so slowly that great difficulty would be encountered in 

performing tasks for which visual efficiency is required. 

Examples of gaps in the Digestive System Section include “duodenitis” which can 

be debilitating even in the absence of an ulcer and, under gallbladder problems. 

“cholcdocholithiasis” and *common bile duct, stricture.” The reviewer has 

rccommcnded that a category be added to the Gcnitourinary System Section to 

classify “renal tubular disorders.” Disability ratings should bc developed to reflect 

both the degree of renal dysfunction and the extent of metabolic impairment. 

L 
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“Glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G-6-PD) deficiency” is a disorder (hemic and 

lymphatic systems) that was not known when the classification was established. 

The deficiency destroys red cells (hcmolysis) when an individual takes drugs such 

as anti-malarials, sulfonamides. maybe aspirin or many other commonly prescribed 

?Lgc”tS. 

The reviewer of the Mental Disorders Section identified significant gaps in the 

current classification and recommended that the entire section be replaced by the 

classification system published by the American Psychiatric Association in 

1987). 

1 of Mwisordcrs (DSM-III, 1982 or DSM-IIIR. 

Advances in treatment make revisions in the classification necessary. Prosthetic 

joint implants have been accompanied by problems that require changes in the 

rating schcdulc. The chronic postoperative infection and asepttc loosening that 

may follow prosthetic implantation are among the more recently recognized causes 

Co* impairment. 

It was also recommended that a category for AIDS be added to the rating schedule. 

Ambiguous or vaguely defined categories make it difficult to reliably classify a 

disease or injury. Also, if the classification system includes clinically 

heterOgeneOUS categories, individuals with different conditions or different levels 

of severity, will inappropriately end up in the same category. 

A classification system that reflects current medical understanding of the causes 

and manifestations of disease could significantly improve this situation. 

Improving the specificity of category definitions through the use of appropriate 

diagnostic tests would decrease the need for interpretation, and thereby improve 

the reliability and validity of the classrfication and the evaluation of disabled 

veterans. 

Problems of ambiguity and clinical heterogeneity in the current rating schedule 

were identified by all section reviewers. In the Endocrine System Section, for 

example. diabetes mellitus is listed as one condition. This very common disease 

- 
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should be classified into two categories: “Type I (insulin dependent) diabetes 

mellitus” and “Type II (non-insulin dependent) diabetes mcllitus.” A new system 

should bc developed for assessing the different impairments that result from Type 

I and Type II diabetes mcllitus. 

The reviewer of the Mental Disorders Section felt that the entire classification 

needed to be revised in to eliminate the ambiguities in the current rating schedule. 

The rcvicwcr of Systemic Diseases felt that this section should be eliminated, since 

most diseases included in the section can be more specifically classified based on 

etiology and the target organ(s) affected by the disease. Conditions such as 

beriberi, pcllagra, scurvy. etc. would be more appropriately classified under 

avitaminosis. 

For the Digestive System Section, it was recommended that the single category, 

“colitis, ulcerative” be split into two categories, “proctitis” and “global colitis” since 

the prognosis and degree of impairment usually differs between the two. 

It was also suggested that “diseases of the trachea and bronchi” in the respiratory 

system section be classified under the general heading of “chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease (COPD).” with sub-classifications of bronchitis, chronic and 

emphysema. 

Reviewers cited examples of the need for increased specificity of definition 

throughout the rating schedule in order to achieve reliable assignment of severtty 

Icvcls. In the Respiratory System Section, the classification of asthma requires a 

complete revision to include specific criteria to define severity using pulmonary 

function teats, physical examination, arterial blood gases and symptoms. 

There is only a single classificatron for “NW grOWth, malignant, skin” in the 

current rating schedule, and the reviewer felt that a more detailed sub- 

classification should bc developed based on the cells and tissues involved. The new 

classification should also reflect the extensive advances in knowledge of cutaneous 

malignancies. Impairments associated with various skin tumors can be 

significantly different from one another. The reviewer felt in addition, that 

radiation dermatitis should be added to the classification. 
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It was also suggested that the classtfication of “temporomandibular articulation, 

limited motion of” in the Section on Dental and Oral Conditions be revised to 

reflect the degree of limitation in motion rather than the current l/4 inch to I/2 

Inch because patients of different body sizes have different mouth openings, 

Comparing the degree of limitation to the patient’s normal opening is more 

relevant than the absolute size of Opening. 

Specification of laboratory tests in the current classification is out of date and 

incomplete. For example, in the Endocrine System Section. the objective laboratory 

tests listed to evaluate hyperthyrotdism are not complete. In 1988. many other 

thyroid function tests are usually performed to make a more precise diagnosis as to 

the etrology of thyrotoxicosis. 

The reviewer of the Gcnitourinary System Section felt that a number of 

classifications for kidney disease were unacceptably ambigUOUs and should be 

modified to include the degrCe of renal dysfunction as measured by BUN and 

crcatininc. 

The results of medical examination of veterans will be reported in current medical 

terminology. If the terminology in the rating schedule is outdated, it will not 

match the language used by examining physicians. The need to “translate” current 

terminology into rating schedule terminology IS a potential source of errors in 

classification. 

The clinical panel cited examples of outdated terminology throughout the current 

rating schcdulc. In the Cardiovascular System Section, the use of “auricular” to 

represent ‘originating from the heart atrium,’ should be replaced with the term 

“atrial.” 

The Neurological Conditions and Convulsive Disorders Section contains several 

terms no longer in use, such as “encephalitis, epidemic, chronic” and 

“paramyoclonus multiplex.” 
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In the Digestive System Sectton, the term “gastritis, hypertrophic” should be 

changed by omitting the word “hypertraphic” since this is outdated tcrmtnology. 

The reviewer of Organs of Special Sense - Hearing felt that the term “otitis 

Interna” is outdated and should be eliminated. 

Outdated termtnology was noted in the text as well as in classification titles. The 

term “nonprotein nrtrogcn,” is obsolete and should be deleted from the 

Genttourinary System Sectton 

In the current rating schedule a convalescent period has been specified for some 

surgical conditions. Modern surgical techniques have reduced the length of 

postoperative convalescent pertods. making inappropriate those specified in the 

current rattng schedule. 

It was suggested by the reviewer that the six-month convalescent period allowed 

for “Ovaries, removal of both” be reduced. Similarly, while the 100% disability for 

one year following coronary artery bypass surgery may have been appropriate 

when first introduced, it is considered excessive in view of the current techniques 

for performing the procedure 

Modern treatment has reduced the impairment associated with many diseases. 

While examples of this type of situation were identified by the clinical panel, 

modification of the rating schedule to accommodate the potential reduction in 

impairment is a policy issue beyond the scope of this review. Pernicious anemia, 

for example, is now better understood; and the missing vitamin is manufactured 

and available for therapy. There is little reason for impairment as a result of this 

disease. A failure to be injected with Vitamin Bt2, as prescribed, is the chief 

reason for impairment. According to the physician who reviewed the section on 

the hemic and lymphatic systems: “Today, true pernicious anemia is one of the 

nicest diagnoses a practitioner can make.” 

On the preceding pages we have highlighted the recommendations made by the 

reviewing physicians. Dctarled comments and suggestions on the current schedule 

are included in the individual sectton reviews which follow. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

While the number of deficiencies noted by each of the reviewers differed, there 

was a strong consensus that major flaws exist in the medical classification(s) of the 

current rating schedule. 

Diseases that could cause impairment, but are not included in the current rating 

system have been identified. A recommendation was made to revise the system to 

reflect current medical terminology. Numerous examples of ambiguity that could 

lead to misclassification were identified. 

Understanding of the etiology of disease. the availability of more accurate and 

specific laboratory tests, and improved treatment methods make it feasible to 

develop a classification system that would provide greater accuracy in the 

assessment of impairment, allow more reliability in the classification of individual 

cases, and be easier and less costly to USC. 

The Veterans Administration Schedule for Rating Disabilities has significant 

implications for thousands of veterans. Non-medical issues, such as the level of 

disability corresponding to a specified medical impairment, were beyond the scope 

of our review. However, a clinically sound, modern system for classification of 

imparrmcnt is a necessary foundation for an equitable disability rating system. 

The classification should include specific categories for all major causes of 

impatrmcnt. The category definitions should reflect current terminology and 

availability of modern laboratory and other diagnostic information. The category 

definitions should be as specific and precise as possible to assure uniform and 

consistent disability determination. 

The current Veterans Administration Disability Rating Schedule clearly does not 

meet these criteria. 

L 
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". 5. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 

REVIEW OF VETERANS ADMINISTRATION CRITERIA 
FOR RATING DISABILITIES 

Ths purpos* of this qu*stionn*ir* is to 02. How many years of *xp*ri*nc* do you have 
obtain information on your opinions and as a rating spscialist? CP1**,* fnclu@!e 
experisnces *s a V*t*r*ns Administration your training p*riod *xp*ri*nc*.) 
R*ting Spocidist. Ths qu*stionn*ir* asks 
far your porspoctivss of VA H*dical Y*Z.rs 
examination reports rnd the Schoduls for 
R*ting Dlr*btliti*s. 03. For fiscal y**r 1987 (Octob*r 1, 1986 - 

S*pt*mb*r 30. 1987), pl**s* *ttin*t* the 
Pl**s* respond to **ch of the following numbsr of dir*bility doeisions you hw* 
questions for fiscal yosr 1987 (October 1, mad*. (Do not include Confirm *nd 
1966 - Ssptolnbor 30, 1987). "nlsss oth*ruit* Continuo CC 8 C) d*cisions.) 
indicated. 

Ploars provide your nam* l nd tolephono 
number so th*t U* q *y sont*ct you if Y* n**d 
l dditionrL iAforn*tion. 

Nu. : 

Office 
Phone No : 

To calcul*t* this figure. con*ld*r th* 
nunbor of non-CILC d*cisions you mad* in 
l v**k multlpli*d by th* nuab*r of weeks 
you worksd in th* fiscal year. 

D*cinions 

01. What is your current job title? 
(CHECK ONE.1 

1. 1 1 Non-n*dic*l R*ting ---> <CONTINUE) 
Specialist 

2. C I Medical Rating Specialist 
(Physician) 

t ---> (STOP! PLEASE RETURN 
3. t I Oth*r (PLEASE SPECIFY.) 

\ 

THIS QUESTIONNAIRE) 

r 
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r 
“EDICAL EXAMINATION REPORTS 

04. Listed below are characteristics of a medical examination 
rPport. When determining a disability rating, how adequate 
or inadequate are each of the following characteristics in 
the VA medical examination reports that you recoivs? 

(CHECK ONE FOR EACH CHARACTERISTIC.) 

f 
IMuch Morel I I IMuch Loss/ 

CHARACTERISTIC5 I Than IMore Than1 ltoos Thrnl Than I 
I FOR RATING PURPOSES I Adsquatol Adequate1 Adoquatsl Adaquatel Adequat.1 
I I (1) I (A I (3) I (4) I (5) I 
I I I I I I 
Il. Completeness of medical I I I I I 
I information I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
12. Usefulnosa of medical I I I I I I 
I information I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
13. Undorstandsbility of I I I I I I 
I medical information I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
14. Other (PLEASE SPECIFY.) I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 

05. u, how adequate or inadequate are 
the VA medical examination reports that 
you have received in fiscal year 1987P 
(CHECK ONE.) 

3. C I Adoquato 

4. [ I Less than adequate 

5. t I Much loss than adequate 

06. Consider the medical examination rsport~ 
that you have rscsivsd from the VA 
Medical Centers for fiscal year 1987. 
In general, what percent of the reports 
wore incomplete. causing You to rwuost 
additional medical information? (ENTEh 
‘0’. IF NONE.) 

percent 
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SCHEDULE FOR RATING DISABILITIES 

07. listed below are body systems, conditions or disorders. In 
your experience when using the VA Schedule of Rating 
Dissbilitios and when examination evidence is complete, in 
general, how easy or difficult is a+tianinq &+-ees of 
disability ~sev~ra. nodwately SPVOTO, etc.1 to each of the 
fOllWi"g? 

(CHECK ONE FOR EACH BODY SYSTEM/CONDITION/DISORDER.) 

I I I I Neither I I I 
I BODY SYSTEM, CONDITION OR I very IGenorally I Easy Nor IGenerally I Very I 
I DISORDER I Easy I Easy 
I I (1) I (2) 

j DifficultlDifficult I Difficult1 
(3, I (4) I (5) 

I I I I I I 
Il. Muwuloskelstal CSOOO-5399) I I I 
I I I I -- 
12. Organs of Special Sonss 1 I 

I 
(6000-6299) I I 

I I I I--I 
13. Systemic Diseases (6300-6399) I I I I 
I. I I I I I I 
14. Respiratory (6500-6899) I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
15. Cardiovascular (7000-7199, I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
16. Digestive (7200-7599) I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
17. Genitourinary (7500-7599) I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
IB. Gynecological Conditions I I I I I I 
I (7600-7699, I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
19. n*nic and Lymphatic (7700-7799) I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
llO.Skin (7BOO-7899) I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
lll.Endocrine (7900-79991 I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
llZ.Nwrologisal and Convulsive I I I I I 
I Disorders (8000~6999) I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
llS.Msntal Disorders (9200-9599) I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
114.Dental and Oral Conditions I I I I I I 
I (9900-9999) I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
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IIF YOU CHECKED 'GENERALLY DIFFICULT' OR I 
I'VERY DIFFICULT' FOR ANY PART OF QUESTION 7, I 
ICONTINUE To wEsTIoN 08; OTHERWISE, GO TO l 
IQUESTION 09 ON PAGE 7. I 

DB. For oath b*dy system, condition, or disorder that you chocked 
'gs"*r*lly difficult' or 'vary difficult' in QUESTION 07, 
plea* indic*t* in the o*ctio"s b*lw for *ach: (1) th* "am* 
of the body syston, condition or disorder *nd (2) the oxtont, 
if *"y, e*ch of the following Y*S * r*as*" for th* lovsl of 
difficulty for th*t body syston. Pleas* assum* YOU h*v* 
compl*t* rnsdical inforwtion. 

(NE HA"E PROVIDED SPACE FOR 6 BODY SYSTEM RESPONSES. IF YOU 
HAD MORE THAN 6, PLEASE MAKE ADDITIONAL COPIES TO COMPLETE 
TNIS QVESTION AND ATTACH THE,, TO THE PUESTIONNAIRE.) 

A. BODY SYSTEM: 

(CHECK ONE FOR EACH REASON.) 

I I Little I I I I very I 
I I or No I Some lMod*r*t*l GI-*at I Great I 
I REASONS I Extant I Extent I Extant I Extant l Ext*nt l 
I 1(1)1(2)!(3)1 
il. Rating specialist must m*k* judgment1 I I I I I 
I based on patient's oolf-roportod, l I I I I I 
I unv*rifi*d oxperioncss I I I 

L-l-II- 
I 

I II 
12. Non-existent di*gnoatic codss I I I I I I 
I III I 
13. Ths test proc*dur*s provid*d in th* l l-i- I 
I n*dic*l *x*minatio" report did not l I I I 
I match the t*sts required in the I I I 
I Schoduls for Rating Disrbiliti*s I I I I 
I I- -I-I------ 
14. The d*gr**s of dis*bility *P* l I I 
l not doscriptivs enough to m*k* I I I 
I judgnont I I 
I -.-II- 
15. Other (PLEASE SPECIFY.1 -I- I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I 
I -I-I- II- 
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Appendix II 
GAO Questionmire for VA Rating Specialists 

1. EDDY SYSTEM: 

(CHECK ONE FOR EACH REASON.) 

I I Little I I I I Very 
I I or No I Some IModerate Groat l Gr.at 
I REASONS I Extant I Extent I Ext.“t I Extent I Extent 
I I010101 010 
It. R.ting spoci.list nu.t n.ke judgm.ntl I I I I 

t 
baled on prtient’. self-reported. I I I I I 
wwerifiod exporioncss I I I I I 

I -I---- I l 
12. Non-.xist.nt diwnostic sod.. I I I I I I 

IS. The te.t Procedures provided in the I I I I I I 

I 
medic.1 oxami”.tion report did not I I I I I I 
n.tch the to.ts roquirod in the I I I I I I 

I Schedule for R.ti”g Dis.bi1iti.o I I I I 
I -1-I I 

I 

14. Thr degre.. .f dissbility .r. I I T--k--1 
I 
I 

I n.t de.criptiv. enough to m.k. I I I I I I 
I iudaont I I I I I I 

IS. Other (PLEASE SPECIFY.) 

I 
I 

I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I 
I-I-I- 

I 
I I 

I 
-I 

C. BODY SYSTEM: 

(CHECK ONE FOR EACH REASON.) 

I 
I Littl. I I I I very I 
I or N. I Son. lMod.r.t.l Gr..t I Gr..t I 

I REASONS I Extent I Extent I Extent I Extant I Extent I 
I IOI (2) IO1 (4) IO1 
II. R.ting sp.ci.1i.t mu.t n.ko judgment1 I I I I I 
t b.s.d on wtisnt’s self-reported, I I I I I I 
I unverified experiences I I I I I I 
I I I-I 
12. Non-.xist.“t diagnostic codes l /-I -I--- I 
I I I 

I-I- 
-I- I I 

13. The test procedur.. provided in the I I 
I medic.1 exanin.tion report did not I I I I 
I n.tch th. to&s required in the I I I I I 
I Schedule for R.ting Dissbilities I I I I I 
I -1-I-I -I- 
14. The degrees of dis.bility .P. I I I I I I 
1 not dsscriptivs .nough to m.ke I I I I I I 
I judgment I I I I I I 
I I -I-- I-l 
15. Other (PLEASE SPECIFY.1 -I- I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
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Appendix II 
GAO Questionnaire for VA Rating Specialists 

Il. BODY SYSTEM: 

(CHECK ONE FOR EACH REASON.) 

I LittIP I I I I Very I 
I or No I Some iModerate Great 1 Great l 

REASONS I Extent I Extant I Extant I Extent l Extent I 
I (1) 10101 (4) (5) I 

11. Rating specialist must make judgment1 I I I I 
I based on Patient’s self-reported. l I I I I 
I unvwiffed oxp~rioncos I I I I I 
I -1-I I -I 
12. Non-existent diagnostic codes I I I-l-I I 

13. The test procodurer provided in the I I I 
l medical oxrmination report did not l I I 

I 
match the torts required in the I I I 
Schedule for Rating Disabilities 

! 
I I 

I I -I -1-I-l 
14. The degrees of disability are I I I I I I 
I not dsssriptivo enough to make I I I I I I 
I iudwent I I I I I I 

IS. Other (PLEASE SPECIFY.) I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I 

l-I-/-l 
I I 

I -1-I 

E. BODY SYSTEM: 

CC”CCK ONE FOR EACH REASON.) 

I I Little I I I I Very I 
I I or Ne I Soma IModwatal Great I Great I 

I 
REASONS I Extent I Extent I Extent I Extent I Extant l 

I (1) !(2)1(3)1(4) 
Il. Rating specialist must make judgment/ I I I Y-I 
I based on Patient’s self-reported. l I I I I 

I 
unvoriffod experiences I I I I I 

_I-I--I-I--I 
12. Non-existent diagnostic codes I I I I I 
I _-I-----I-----I-- 
IS. The toat procedures provided in the I I I I I 
l medical examination report did not I I I I I 
I ..tch tho tests required in the I I I I I 
I Schedule for Rotins Disabilities I I I I I 

14. The degrees of disability ark I I I I I 

i 
not descriptive enough to nako I I I I I 
judgment I I I I I 

I -I-- I-I-I 
15. Other (PLEASE SPECIFY.) I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I 
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Appendix II 
GAO Questionnaire for VA Rating Specialists 

F. BODY SYSTEM: 

(CHECK ONE FOR EACH REASON.) 

I I Littl. I I I I very I 
I I or No I Son. IModeratel Great l Great l 
I REASONS I Extent I Extent I Ext.nt I Extent I Extent I 
I I (1) I (2) I (3) I (4) IO1 
It. R.ting rpecialist must n&e judgment1 I I I 

I 
b...d .n p.ti.nt's self-reported, I I I I 
unverified experiences I I I I 

I I ------I-- 
12. Non-oxi.tent di.gno.tic c.de. I--I I I 
I I 
13. The test procedure. provided in the I-I- 

-----I- 
I I 

I medic.1 ox.nin.tion report did not I I I I 
I n.tch the tests required in the I I I 
I Schedule for R.ting Dimbilities I I I 
I I -- -I-I 
14. The degree. of diability .r. I I I I I 
I not doxriptive enough to mko I I I I I 
I judgn.nt I I I I 
I III-- l- 
IS. Othsr (PLEASE SPECIFY.) I I I I 
I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I -- 

09. Consider your us. .f the VA Schedule for 
R.ting Dir.biIitisr to determine 
dimbility r.ting.. m, hw . ..y 
or difficult for ypy is tr.nsl.ting 
complete medic.1 evidence to . 
di.gnostlc cods with w gJ 

. drr,bllltv ~..v.r., mod.r.t.ly ..v.r., 
etc.)? (CHECK ONE.1 

1. c 1 Very .*ry 

2. I I G.n.r.lly ..sy 

3. L I Neither e..y or difficult 

4. 1 I G.n.r.lIy difficult 

5. C I Very difficult 
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Appendix II 
GAO Questionnaire for VA Rating Specialists 

0. Consider ths situation in which you are translating conplot* 
medical ovidonco to diagnostic codes with &ZLWJI~ of 
w (severe, moderately severe, etc.). In your 
experience, how likely or unlikely will the situation occur 
that you could support two or more different ratings for the 
same medical condition? 

(CHECK ONE FOR EACH BODY SYSTEMKONDITION~DISORDER.) 

BODY SYSTEM. CONDITION OR I very I Somewhat IAs Likely I Somewhat I vary I 
DISORDER I Unlikely I Unlikely I As Not l Likely l Likely I 

I (1) 101010101 
1. Musculoskalotal (5000-5399) I I I I I I 

2. Orgsns of Special Sonso (6000-62991 I 1 I I I I 

3. Systemic Diseases (6300-6399) I I I I I 
I I I --- 

,O. Respiratory (6500-6899) l I I I 
I I I---I 

!5. Cardiovascular (7000-7199) I I I I 
I I-_.-- 

16. Digostivo (7200-7399) I I I 
I I -- 
17. G4nit."ri"*ry c,soo-75991 

-I 
I 

I -. -i 
lb. Gynecological Conditions (7600-7699) I I I I 
I I I I - -.- 
19. Hsmic and Lymphatic (7700-7799) I I I I 
I I I--.__-1 
IlD.Skin C,bOO-7899) I I I I 
I I I_~. _--I 
Itf.Endocrino (7900-7999, I I I 
I I I-__ -I 
112.NouroIogical and Convulsive I I 
I Disorders (8000-8999, I 
I I-I 
113.Pbntal Disorders (9200-9599) I I I 
I I I -__I 
llk.Dental and Oral Conditions (9900-999911 I I I 
I I I I-_ -I 

II. Cansidor th situation in which you are translating 
complete medical evidence to diagnostic codes with 
m ti djJ&j&& (.*v*r*, no&Jr.ts1y **“or*, 
otc.1. prpmL1, in your experience. how likely or 
unIikeIy will the situation occur that you could 
support two or more different ratings for the same 
q adical condition? (CHECK ONE.1 

1. [ 1 Vary unlikely 

2. [ 1 Somewhat unlikely 

3. L I As likely as not 

4. I 1 Somewhat likely 

5. C 1 Yory likaly 
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Appendix ll 
GAO Questionnaire for VA Rating Specialists 

L 

1Z. Listed below .P. n.dic.1 conditions that . rating specialist 
might “..d to r.vi.w. P1e.s. (1) indicate whether or not you 
would u.. .” .“.logous cod.-- b.c.us. a diagnostic cod. w.. 
not in th. Schodul. for Rating Disabiltiss and (2) Provid. 
th. dirgonostic cod.(s) that you would us.. 

<IF YOU “SE AN ANALOGOUS CODE, PLEASE PROVIDE T”E ‘99’ CODE AS 
DEFINED IN tZ7 OF THE ‘GENERAL POLICY IN RATING’ SECTION OF THE 
“A SCHEDULE FOR RATING DISABILITIES.) 

I IWould you us. a” I I 
I IAnalogous C.d.? I I 
I MEDICAL CONDITION I (CHECK ONE.1 I I 
I I I I 
I I Yes I No I Which di.g”ostic cod.(s) would I 
I I (11 I (2) I you “I.? I 
I -- I 
11 Alrh.im.r’. Di..... I I I I 
I -I-I I 
12. Araptic N.srosir of th. hip 
I 
13. Chondrom.l.cia I I I 
I I I 
14. Croh”‘. Dis.... I------1 
I I-.-I-& 
IS. Chronic Dbltructiv. I I I I 
I PuIno”.ry Di.*.s. I I I I 
I -1-I I 
16. Guill.i”-Barr. Syndrome I I I I 
I -1-I I 
17. Lymphon. I I I I 

IB. Hurc”I.r Dystrophy I I I I 
I -1-I I 
19. Ton.!.” V,acul.r/H..d.ch., I I I I 

IlO.Hyp.rtrophic C.rdiomyop.thy I I I I 

111 .Pwiph.r.l V.scu1.r Dis.... I I I I 
I -1-I I 
Ilz.M.l*“onr I I I I 
I 
l1J.Sy”cop. 
I 
114.co1osto.y 

I-I-I 
I I 
I-I-I 
I I I 

I -- 
lt5.Acquir.d Immu”. Deficisney I I I 
I Syndrom. 
I 
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Appendix ll 
GAO Questionnaire for VA Rating Specialists 

1s. For Fiscal Yew 1987, plea* *stirnat* 
(1) the total numbor of c*s*s that had 
at least one medical condition th*t you 
rat*d by *“*logy and (21 th* total 
numbsr of additional hours, if any. of 
research required to rate the m*dical 
condition for th*s* c*s*s. (ENTER ‘0’. 
IF NONE.) 

15. In your *xp*ri*nc*, compared to fiscal 
year 1986. has the additional hours 
r*quir*d to rat* nodical conditions by 
analogy in fiscal year 1987 d*creas*d, 
incr*as*d or remained the same? (CHECK 
ONE. ) 

1. 1 I Greatly d*cr*as*d 

(0 total numbor of c*s*s 
2. [ I Soneuhat d*cr*as*d 

3. C 1 R*m*in*d th* s*m* 

(2) total nunb*r of hours 4. t I Somewhat incr*ar*d 

5. C 1 Greatly incr**s*d 

14. Based on your sxpsrioncsr. compwod to 
fi*c*l y..r 19116, h*s th. numbor of 
a-1 requiring r*ting by l nalogy in 
fix*1 ,‘.a,- ,987 docrsas*d, ,ncr*as*d, 
(lr rem.in*d the *an*? (CHECK ONE.1 

1. C I Greatly decr**s*d 

2. C I Somwhst d*cr**s*d 

3. C I R*n*in*d the same 

4. t 1 Sonwhat incr**a*d 

5. t 1 Greatly incre,sod 

6. 1 1 Not applicable-- Y*S not * 
r*ting sp*ci*list in FY 1986 

16. The Ybi Schsdulo for R*ting Disabilities 
is tho prim*ry guid*ncs uo*d to l rsign 
disability ratings. m w th* 
Schedule for Rating Disabiliti*s, what 
portent of the affoctod c*s*s, if any, 
did you rely on - writton yB &&+I 
OfLisR &i&y gai.&xa (M-21 
instructions. VP. r*gul*tions or 
docisians, etc.), to m&o * dis*bility 
d*cision? (ENTER ‘0. IF NONE.1 

6. C I Not l pplic*bl*-- w*s not a 
rating specialist in FY 19.36 

p*rcont 
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Appendix II 
GAO Questionnaire for VA Rating Specialists 

17. Consider the current VA Schedule for Rating Disabiltiies. If 
changes could be made to this schedule, to what extent. if any, 

’ would thP following changes be needed? 

(CHECK ONE FGR EACH TYPE OF CHANGE.1 

I I Little I I I I Very I 
I I or No I Sona IModoratol Great I Great I 

t 
CHANGES NEEDED I Extent ; Ed;“’ I Ext*nt I Extent I extent I 

I (1) I (3) I (4) I (5) I 
I I--..---I~I-I- l-l 
Il. Quantify the descriptions I I I I I I 
I (including incorporation of new I I I I I I 
I diagnostic and testing I I I I I I 
I techniques) for the degrees of I I I I I I 
I disability I I 
I I-I-I --A-- 

I 
I I 

lZ.‘Assign diagnostic codes, *lith I I I I I I 
I appropriate guidelines, for I I I I I I 
I additonsl medical conditions I I I I I 

13. Updata medical terminology 
I 

I 
I I -I-..- 

I 
I--l 

14. Other (PLEASE SPECIFY.) I I I I I 
I I I I I I 
I I I I I I 

18. If you have my additional comments 
regarding the Schedule for Rating 
Disabilities or tho questionnaire, 
please provide thorn in the space below. 
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Appendix III 

VA Rating Specialists’ Responses to 
GAO Questionnaire 

In Ccttir 1987 we sent copies of the questimnaire 
reproduced in appendix II to all VA rating specialists. The 
responses s-ized below a-e fromindividuals whom?twr 
criteria of 1 or more years' experience and are currently working 
as a rating specialist. Sore rating specialists did not answer 
all questions because they did mt hx-ave a valid basis for an 
estimte. Percentages, wlxre used, my mt add to 100 due to 
rounding. 
=Il=====lr===E===S===C-=====i===I===E====~==================~======== 

I. Responses to Puestlonnalr~es 

Number. malled 457 
Number malled meetlnq cr~terla 404 
Number returned meetlnq crlter,a 383 
Fres!Jon5e rate far those "eetlnq crlterla 93 

=============i===______________ -___-______-__LJ=D=~I==5===I==I===ll==J===~==== 

II. Ratlnq Specialists Experience 

Fmse 06 "edrs I" m4rt,on 1 to 25 
Averas* "em-5 L" Poaltlo" 9 

III. Rat,"9 Speclallst Workload 

ND. or 
w R*5PO"*5 

Number of declslons 1182 Xl 

I====s===llP=EI----- -----5P==i=_____-____-___-______ _-_____-__-_______--_III=I==IC=========E= 

IV. Adequac" of Uedlcal Exanlnatlon Rworts BY Indlv,dual Characterlstlcs (Percent of 
RatIn spec1a11st Pe%.Po"*es~ 
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Appendix III 
VA Rating Specialists’ Responses to 
GAO Questionnaire 

V. overall Adeq”I)C” of Hadreal Exam,natlon Reports for Fiscal Year 1987. (Percent of 
Rat&m Specialrst resmns*s.) 

Much Mm-e Much Less 
Than More Than Less Than Than NO. Of 

Adequatp Adequate Adequate fidesuat@ Adequate fies~onses 

Overa 1 0.8 6. 0 b7.9 24.8 0. 5 383 

=11==lIIZIDI==_-_==3EIIEI==131EP=3111EI-------- ---------=lrllD=-==____II==I-IIPII==IEIE=----- _--_ ----- 

VI. Inswwlete MedIcal Examination kc-arts Where Addltlonal InformatIon Was Requested 

Total Res~onees 381 
N bw q rth the mart frequent Percent (1%) 94 
Number rwrmwnted bv 5 percent OP less 281 
Number rrpresonted by 10 percent or less 338 
Numb.,- reprswnted bv 23 Percent OP 1~s. 366 
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Appendix IU 
VA Rating Specialists’ Responses to 
GAO Questionmire 

9. Hemxc and Lymphatic I 1.3 I LB.3 I 59.5 I 20.1 I 0.8 I 383 I 

ii0. Ski” I 5.7 I 49.1 I 39.4 I 5.7 I 0 I 383 I 

12. Neurologxal and ?.9 
Convulr~vm Oisocdmrr 

1 25.8 ) 52.0 / 12.0 1 383 y 

113. Mental Disordas I 2.31 17.2 I 30.0 I 39.7 I 10.7 I 383 I 

14. Dental and Oral 
Condltlons 6.0 28.0 I 51.3 I 13.4 i 1.3 I 382 I 
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Appendix JD 
VA Rating Specialists’ Responses to 
GAO Questionnaire 

i VIII. ~ez,ronr. by bodv sv3tem, condltlon. or dlsordsr, !+hv It mlqht be dlfflcult to dssiqn 
dewee, of -1rtv. (Percent of Ratlns Specialist responses.) 

RODY SYSTEH: Munculoskeletal 

REASONS 
Little very 
OP NO SOme Noderate Great Great NO. af 
Extent Extent E:ctent Extent Extent Responses 

1. Ratlng sprclalrst must 14.9 31.9 21.3 25.5 6.4 47 
makes Judgment bared on 
patlent's self-reported. 
unvar,flod experiences 

2. Non-exlrtent dlagnost,c 17 34 27.7 14.9 6.4 47 
codes 

3. Th. t.,t procedures 8.5 31.9 23.4 27.7 a.5 47 
provided 1n-1 the 
medical exanInrtlon 
report did not match 
the test, required 1" 
tha Schedule for 
Rating Dlsrbllltler 

4. The degrees of b.4 19.1 21.3 46.8 6.4 47 
dlsablllty are not 
descrlptlvc enough to 
make Judgment. 
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Appendix UI 
VA Rating Specialists’ Respmses to 
GAO Questionnaire 

REPlSDNS 
Little very 
OP No Some Moderate Great Great No. of 
Extent Extent Extent Extent Extent Rcrponrcs 

1. Rating spmcialtst must 57.7 23.1 3.8 11.5 3.6 26 
make JudgmMt bared o” 
p,t,ent’r self-reported, 
unvwifled experlcncrr 2. 3. 

1 4. 

Nan-cxlste”t dlagnoatlc 
coder 

The degree, of 
dlsablllty arc not 
dcrcr,pttv. enwgh to 
make Judgment. 

53.8 

7. 7 

42.3 

26.9 

23.1 

11.5 

15.4 

TO.8 

26.9 

3.8 

15.4 

11.5 

0 

23.1 

1 7.7 

26 

26 

Zb 
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Appendix Ill 
VA Rating Spe&lists’ Responses to 
GAO Questionnaire 

BODY SYSTEM: svsten1c Dlsaases 

REASONS 
Little Very 
or NO some Moderate Great Great NO. of 
Extent Extent Extent Extent Extent Response* 

1. Ratlng lpeclallst must 11.1 37.5 31.9 lb.7 2.8 72 
make Judgment based on 
patient’, self-reported, 
u”“erlf,ed exPet’le”ces 

2. Non-cx,stent d,agnostrc 22.2 26.4 23.6 18.1 9.7 72 
cod., 

I. The test procedures 20.8 :4.7 23.6 19.3 5.6 72 
provldrd I” th. 
medical examlnrt,on 
report did not match 
the t.st, PeqqU,red I” 
the Schsdulm for 
Rating Dlsabrlrties 

&. The degrees of L:.9 29.2 20.8 27.8 a.3 72 
dlsablllty are not 
descrlptlve enough to 
make Judgment, 
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Appendix IJJ 
VA Rating Specialiatr’ Responses to 
GAO Questionnaire 

BODY SYSTERI RerPiratory 

REASONS 
Little vwy 
or NO SDM Moderate Great Great No. of 
Extent Extent Extent Extent Extent Responses 

1. Ratmg speclalxst must 10.3 
makr Judgment bawd on 
patient’s self-reported, 
unvcr,f,cd experiences 

2. Nan-existent dlagnostlc 55.2 
cod., 

24.1 3. Th. t.st ,voct,durm 

provxded I” the 
medical examnation 
report did not match 
th. tc.ts wquwed L” 
the Schedule for 
Rating OLsabllltlCs 

4. The degr”, af 10.3 
dlsabllrty a.~. not 
descrrptive enough to 
make Judgmmt. 

27. b 

31 

24.1 

37.9 24.1 17.2 10.3 10.3 29 29 

34.5 

6.9 

24.i 

27.6 

6.9 

20.7 

0 0 29 29 

0 0 29 29 

6.9 6.9 29 29 
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Appendix Ill 
VA Rating Specidists’ Respmsrs to 
GAO Questionnaire 

SOD” SYSTEM: Cardiovascular 

REASONS 

R*tmg l pcclallst must 
make Judgment based on 
patlent’s self-reported, 
unvwlflcd experiences 

Non-•x,rt.nt dlagnostlc 
cod., 

The test procedures 
prov1d.d 1” the 
medIca examlnstlon 
report drd not match 
the t.,t. raquwed ,n 
the Schedule for 
Rating Dlrabl1ati.s 

The deyr.., of 
dleablllty a’. not 
descriptive enough to 
make wdyment. 

14.6 

58.5 

2b.S 

7.3 1 29.3 

26.8 

22 

24.4 

17.1 

29.3 9.0 41 
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Appendix III 
VA Rating Specialists’ Responses ix, 
GAO Questionnaire 

BODY SYSTEPI: DIcie¶trvs 

Little 
or No some 
Extent Extent 

I 
4.8 19 

45.2 x. 1 

28.6 X.6 23.8 16.7 2.4 42 

Moderate 
Extent 

REASONS 

I---- 
1. Ratmg speclallst must 

make ,udgment based on 
patlent’s self-reported, 
unverlfled experiences 

2. Non-exlltent dlagnostlc 
codes 

3. The test procedures 
,vovlded I” the 
medIca, exnnlnat,on 
re,mrt d,d not match 
the tests required in 
the Schedule for 
Ratmg Dlrabllltles 

19 

11.9 

VW y 
Great NO. of 
Extent Responses 

7.1 42 

A----l 

0 42 
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Appendix ill 
VA Rat.ing Specialists’ Responses to 
GAO Questionnaire 

BODY SYSTEM: Gen~tourmary 

Little “WY 
RERSONS 01‘ No Some IModerate Great Great NO. of 

Extent Extent Extent Extent Extent Responses 

1. Ratmg speclallst must 15.6 22.2 33.3 26.7 2.2 45 
make Judgment based on 
patlent’s self-reported, 
unverxfled experiences 

Non-existent dlagnostlc 
codes 

The test procedures 
provided in the 
medrcal exammatlon 
report did not match 
the tests requIrsd ln 
the Schedule for 
Ratmy Dlsabllltles 

The degrees of 
dlsablllty are not 
descrlptlve enough to 
make wdgment. 

20 

15.6 

20 

37.8 

x.9 

x. 9 

17.8 

24.4 

31.1 

22.2 

24.4 

11.1 

2.2 

6.7 

6.9 

4s 

4s 

45 
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Appendix IIl 
VA Rating Specialists’ Responses to 
GAO Questionnaire 

REkSONS 
Little Very 
or No Some Moderate Great Great NO. of 
Extent Extent Extent Extent Extent Rssponse! 

L. Rating speclallst must 24.4 51.9 29.4 10.9 3.4 119 
make Judgment based on 
patlent’s self-reported, 
unverlfled eupcriencer 

2. Non-ex,Stent dlagnostlc LG.5 31.1 17.6 20.2 12.6 119 
codes 

3. The test procedures 
provided in the 
medical exanlnatlon 
repart did not match 
the tests required in 
the Schedule for 
Rating Dlsabllltles 

1. 
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Appendix III 
VA Rating Specialists’ Respcrnses to 
GAO Questionmire 

BODY SYSTEH: H.mrc and Lvnphrtlc 

REASONS 
Little VWY 
or NO SOhW Modarate Great Gr.at No. of 
Extent Extent Extent Extent Extent R.spons.s 

1. Ratlny spulalzst must 22.5 33.7 27.5 12.5 3.8 EO 
mrk. wdymmt based 0” 
pati.nt’s r.lf-r.port.dr 
unv.rlf1.d .xp.r~.nc.s 

2. Non-.xirtcnt dlaynostlc 15.0 25.0 35.0 12.5 12.5 80 
cod” 

3. Th. t.st prac.dur.. 20.0 26.7 31.3 15.0 5.0 80 
prwid.d in th. 
m.dlc.1 .xamrnrtlOn 
r.pwt did not match 
th. tnts r.qu1r.d I” 
th. Sch.dul. for 
Rating Dlrrbllitics 

4. Th. dcyr.., of 8.8 40.0 23.7 20.0 7.5 00 
disrbllity a?. not 
d.scrIptxv. cnouyh to 
mak. Judgment. 
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Appendix Ul 
VA Rating Specialists’ Responses to 
GAO Questionnaire 

1 

BODY SYSTEM: w 

REASONS 
LIttIe very 
or NO sonl. Moderate Great Great No. of 
Extent Extent Extent Extent Extent Respansn 

Ratmg speclallst must 27.3 31.8 13.6 18.2 9.1 22 
make Judgment based on 
patient’s self-reported, 
“werIfled cxpcrlonces 

Nan-existent dlagnOStiC 13.6 4.5 9.1 18.2 54.5 22 
codes 

. The test procedures 22.7 4.5 27.3 31.8 13.6 22 
provld,d 1” the 
aedlcal exmlnatlon 
report did not match 
the tests required in 
the Schedule for 
Rating Disablllties 

. Th. degrct, of 4.5 18.2 18.2 36.4 22.7 22 
dlsab:lity arm not 
descrlptlve enough to 
make wdgncnt. 
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Appendix III 
VA Rating Specialists’ Responses to 
GAO Questionnaire 

1 

GOD” SYSTEM: Endocrrne 

REASONS 
Little very 
or No son* Moderate Great Great No. of 
Extent Extent Extent Extent Extent Responses 

Ratmy spmclrllst must 
wk. Judgmmt brrmd on 
prtrmt’s self-reported, 
unvwlfied cupcr~ences 

Non-crI.tent dlaynortlc 
codas 

The test pexed”r.s 
provided in the 
mmdical axaminrtlw 
report d$d not match 
the tmts required 1n 
tha Schedule fw 
Ratang Dirrblllt%es 

Ths deqrccs of 
dlsrblllty ar. not 
dmcrlptlve mauyh ta 
make Judgmmt. 

14.5 

48.7 

14.5 

:.9 x.9 31.6 27.6 7.9 

35.5 35.5 

30.3 13.2 

‘b. 3 25.0 

10.5 

6.1 

25.0 

3.9 

1.3 

9.2 

76 

76 

76 

76 
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Appendix Ill 
VA Rating Specialists’ Responses to 
GAO Questionnaire 

~,,,,y SYSTEM: Ne,,r~loqlc~l and Convulsive Daaorders 

Little very 
REFSONS or NO Goma Moderate Great Great NO. of 

Extent Extent Extent Extent Extent Responses 

1. lbtmg spulrllst must 2.9 8.2 13.5 32.2 43.3 245 
make Judqnmt based on 
patlmt’s self-reported, 
unvw,flcd axpwlcnces 

2. Non-ax,,tent dxagnostlc 47.8 24.1 18.0 7.8 2.4 24s 
codes 

3. The tcrt procrdurms 26.5 26.1 20.0 20.4 6.9 243 
provldcd in th* 
mrdlc.1 exanxnrtlon 
repwt dzd not match 
the tests required I” 
the Schedule for 
Ratzng Olsrbilitles 

4. The degrees of 1G.C 16.8 21.6 29.0 12.7 245 
dasablllty are not 
descrxptlv. enwgh to 
make Judgment. 

- 
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Appendix III 
VA Bating Specialista’ Responses to 
GAO Questionnaire 

-- 

BODY SYSTEM: Mental PInorderq 

REASONS 
Little very 
or No Some Moderate Great Great NO. of 
Extent Extent E:ctent Extent Extent Response, 

1. Rating speclallst must 2.1 6.2 12.4 34.' 45.1 193 
make judgment based on 
p.t,ent's self-reported7 
unvor,fred experiences 

2. No.-wL,tPnt d,sgnostx 77.7 14.0 6.2 1.6 0.5 193 
codes 

3. The test procndurar 29.5 22.3 23.8 lb. 1 E.3 193 
prawded 1" the 
medIca exanlnatxon 
v-cpoct did not match 
the tests required in 
the Schedule for 
Ratrng Disabllltles 

4. The dsSrm of 10.4 13.5 21.2 34.2 20.7 193 
dllability are not 
dcscrlptiw enough to 
make judgnmnt. 

L 
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Appendix III 
VA Rating Specialists’ Responses to 
GAO Questionnaire 

r 
BODY SYSTEM: Omtal and Oral Condrtlonq 

RMSONS 
Little VWY 
OP NO SOiRnO Moderate Great Great No. of 
Extent Extent Extent Extent Extent Responses 

1. Ratlog spscullst must 57.1 25.0 8.9 5.4 3.6 Sb 
makr Judgment based on 
patient's self-reported. 
unverlfled axpwlences 

2. Non-exlstcnt dlagnostx 23.2 28.6 14.3 23.2 10.7 56 
code5 

3. Th. test procedures 
prxwded I" the 
medical euamlndtlon 
report did not match 
the bets requtred in 
th. Schedule for 
Rating Olsab~litles 

T2.1 28.6 21.4 12.5 5.4 56 

4. The degrees of L9.6 25.0 23.2 25.0 7.1 56 
dlsablllty are not 
descrlptlve enough to 
nuke Judgment. 

111=11==1____/=01___----==I= __-_ __--_ =P==l__-__==___ ___-- ___====___ ---===I=====I=EI==ll=------=======-=- ----- 

IX. Overall ease nlth Yhxch complete medical evidence can be translated to a dirqnortlc code 
wxth dowees of dirabllrty. (Percent of Ratins SPeclslist responses.) 

very Generally Nc, the,- Ea,y Generally “WY No, Of 
m E* OP 01ff1cult Rlfflcult olfflcult Aeamnseq 

Overall 2.1 32.6 52.0 13.1 0.3 383 

=I.=~E=~~=II~.I~.U._~.~.*~.~=--~~~~=*=~~~=~~~~~~~~~.~~=~~===~~=~~=~=~=~*~~==~~**~~~.~~~~~~~ 
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Appendix III 
VA Rating Specialista’ Rrsponsrs to 
GAO Questionmire 

r 
Y. The l~kelthoad that two or more dafferent ratlnqs for the same medlcal condltlon could be 

suworted when translatlnq complete medIcal evidence ta diasnostic codes with deqrees of 
drsab,lrt”. (Percent of Ratrnq Specaallst res~onses.~ 
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Appendix III 
VA Rating Specialists’ Responst~s to 
GAO Questionnaire 

No iota1 
! I 

Number of dlffereot 
% Yes/No diagnastlc codes used 

Response~r 

XII. fiesults hlqhl,qhtlnq the differences of wl"ions on whether a" analusous code should or 
should not be used and the number of analosous codes selected for the medlcal condztlons not 
+ound ,n the Schedule for RatIns D,sabllltles. -____ 

L 

( 55.: 44.8 j 382 I 28 I 

5. Chronic Obstructive / 79.9 60. I j 783 ( 10 I 
6. Gu,lia,n-Bar-te Syndrome 1 94.J 5.7 1 383 I 45 I 
7. Lymphoma 1 78. I z1.7 / 3’83 1 12 I 
G. Musculav Dystrophy 1 89.8 10.~ 383 I 35 I 

9. Tension Vascular. Headaches I 83.3 lb.7 I TG3 I 10 I 

0. HypertvoPh~c Card,oayopathy 1 86.9 13.1 j 381 / 16 I 

4. Colostomy j ~7.7 62.3 382 I 12 I 

5. Acquired immune Oefxclency 25. I 74.9 I 783 I 12 I 
Syndrome I 

I , 1 I 

tDoes not always total 383 because some respandees bei,eved some of the co"d,t,o"S were actully 
iymptoms and therefore would not be rated. 
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Appendix ItI 
VA Rating Specialists’ Responses to 
GAO Questionnaire 

XIV. 

Greatly Sammha t Ramn,,ned Soneuhat Greatly Not* Total 
Decreased Decreased the sane. Increased Increased C)wllCable Rn~ons~ 

PKcant of 
Rrsponrcs 0.5 4.7 62.9 26.3 2.9 2.6 JGO 

*Not a rating specialist fop all of Fiscal Year St.. 
=mx====- -OE===l=l==l==DII---_ ----1511----- -----5E===5111======Il-----1E====ll=1311------=- --___ 

Greatly sonlwbhat Remained Somnmha t Greatly Not* Total 
Decreased Decreased the same Increased Increased W~lrcablm Rsr~anses 

Pet-cent Of 
RMpChXel 0.3 7.4 La.3 22.9 1.6 2.c 380 

*Not a rating spmcirlirt for a11 of Fiscal Vhar Eb. 
-=~TTi=in~=lil~lll--~*~-~~-=~~=~~=~~=~~===~=~~===~===~=========-~==~===~~~=~==-=~=~--- 

XVI. ws nhw, relimce on VA Central Offlce w11cv other than 
the SRD was ,-.wlrCd. 

Total POIPD~,C~ 
NO Y 4 fr nt 
Nmbw rrwmsmted bv 107. or less 227 
Number rePresented bv 25% OP less 112 

===II----*.==I-IIIPIIIIIl=-========Il==E======-=========-------- 
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Appendix III 
VA Rating Specialists’ F&sponses to 
GAO Questionnaire 

r- 

! 

XVII. ~~~~~~ to vh,ch th. frz,llow,nq chanqes should be made to the Schedule for Uatmq 
g,osbrl,tln. (Pm-cent of Ratlnq SPrclallst re*Ponses.) 
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Appendix IV 

Comments From the Veterans Administration 

Veterans 
Administration 

Office of the 
Administrator 
of Veterans Affairs 

Washington DC 20420 

NO'.' 11988 

Mr. Lawrence H. Thompson 
Assistant Comptroller General 
tkunan Resources Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear w. Thompson: 

This responds to your request that the Veterans Administration (VA) 
review and comment on the General Accounting Office (GAO) September 20, 
1988, draft report VEIERANS BENEFITS: VA Needs to Update the Medical 
Criteria Used in Its Disability Rating Schedule. ‘Ihrs report states that 
although the VA made perrodic changes to the rating schedule, it has not 
undergone a major revision since 1945. GAO reviewed the schedule to 
determine whether the medical criteria in it are current enough for 
accurate and uniform disability decisions. 

GAO concluded that VA cannot ensure that veterans are given accurate and 
uniform disability ratings because one of the principal requirements of 
the rating schedule--readjusting it to incorporate the results of medical 
advances--is not being met. The report states that, lacking current 
medical criteria, rating specialists find it difficult to correctly 
classify a disease or an injury. This may result in the assignment of 
inconsistent ratings and under- or overcompensation to veterans. 

While we agree that improving the currency of the medical criteria will 
assist in rating board determinations, we do not expect it to have a 
significant impact on rating by analogy. As GAO states (page 21) 
concerning rating by analogy, “For 12 of the 15 medical conditions, 
rating specialists predominantly selected different impairments that used 
essentially the same range of disability percentages; in these instances, 
the veterans benefits probably would not vary.” There is not a great 
disparity among the ratings determined by the various VA regional office 
rating specialists. Some variations in judgment may occur, but as the 
medical conditions fit the current schedule, that is how they are rated. 
From that aspect, the ratings are fairly consistent. The rating schedule 
is a guide for disability evaluation and is not designed to contain a 
separate diagnostic code and stratified symptom complex for every known 
disability. 

To better ensure that the rating schedule serves as a practical tool in 
assigning uniform disability ratings to veterans, GAO recommends that I 
prepare a plan for a comprehensive review of the rating schedule and, 
using the results of the review, revise medical criteria accordingly. 
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Appendix N 
Comments From the Veterans Administration 

2. 

We agree to prepare such a plan. We envision a methodical review of the 
rating schedule, by body system, using working groups composed of 
representatives from the Department of Veterans Benefits’ Compensation 
and Pension Service and specialists from the Departloent of Medicine and 
Surgery. We will prepare a plan for the comprehensive rating schedule 
review but will not be able to revise the medical criteria until the 
proposed rating schedule changes have cleared the public notice and 
comment process. 

GAO also recommends that I implement a procedure for systematically 
reviewing the rating schedule to keep it up-to-date. 

We also concur in this recommendation. The comprehensive review 
established under the first recommendation will become a cyclical 
process. lhe first body system reviewed as part of the initial 
comprehensive plan will again be reviewed for additional changes once the 
entire rating schedule has undergone an initial review. 

lH0MA.S K. ‘IUDJAGE 
Administrator 
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Appendix V 

Comments From the Department of Defense 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

.I4 OCT 1988 

Mr. Lawrence H. Thompson 
Assistant Comptroller General 
Human Resources Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Thompson: 

This is the Department of Defense (DOD) response to the 
General Accounting Office (GAO) draft report, "VETERANS 
BENEFITS: VA Needs To Update The Medical Criteria Used In Its 
Disability Rating Schedule," dated September 20, 1988 (GAO Code 
105323), OSD Case 7780. 

The DOD has reviewed the report and concurs with the 
findings and conclusions. The Department appreciates the 
opportunity to comment on the report in draft form. 

Sincerely, 

William Mayer, M.D. 
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VI Appendix 

Major Contributors to This Report 

Human Resources 
Division, 

Franklin Frazier, Associate Director (202) 275-6193 

Washington, D.C. 

Barry D. Tice, Group Director 
Robert Wychulis, Assignment Manager 
Dr. Murray Grant, Medical Advisor 

Cincinnati Regional 
Office 

Daniel L. McCafferty, Regional Management Representative 
William H. Bricking, Evaluator-in-Charge 
Russell L. Keeler, Evaluator 
.Jennifer C. Jones, Evaluator 
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